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ABSTRACT 
 
Often, training for new hospital computer systems is done late in the implementation 
process. Little time is taken to focus on using training to help improve adoption of the new 
system. Literature abounds discussing “lessons learned” after training and system 
implementation has occurred. Some examples of training lessons learned include involving 
end-users in the design process, using training methods that address individual learning 
needs and using experts to deliver training. Many of these lessons are not adopted when 
planning and delivering training and may lead to required re-training. These problems are 
compounded when the implementation involves training a variety of clinicians and ancillary 
staff on multiple application modules. 
 
User adoption is often slow initially because users do not know how to use the new system 
during their day-to-day practice and process, and/or must modify their practice to meet the 
new computer system’s needs. Training can be used to help users address these new or 
modified processes and can speed the use of adoption of the new system. 
 
Using lessons learned, this session will focus on showing how to design an approach that 
provides an efficient and effective way to deliver training that will optimize learning and 
system adoption once the system is live and apply clinical informatics in practice. Logistics 
in setting up a massive training program and the teaching strategies and methods used to 
deliver training to a diverse population of users will also be discussed. 
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